Implications of clinical trial data sharing for medical writers
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Abstract

Major clinical research funders are increasingly adopting policies supporting or mandating data sharing. These moves should improve the transparency and availability of clinical trial data and are likely to impact the work and responsibilities of medical writers. Medical writers are likely to play a prominent role in standardising policies and procedures and have the opportunity to lead the development of an efficient and feasible system for promoting clinical trial data sharing. These efforts will ensure that the research community can derive the full benefit from the enormous resources devoted to human clinical trial research and will help build patient trust in the research process.
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Over the past few years, a number of major clinical research funders have adopted policies supporting or mandating data sharing. These include the US National Institutes of Health, 1 the UK Medical Research Council, 2 and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 3 Similarly, major regulators, most notably the European Medicines Agency (EMA), 4 are contemplating the adoption of open data access policies, as are several companies in the pharmaceutical and medical device industries. 5–7

These moves toward greater transparency and availability of clinical trial data are likely to impact the work and responsibilities of medical writers, who play a major role in preparing regulatory documentation and peer-reviewed manuscripts on behalf of the clinical research team. This commentary introduces the concept of data sharing and discusses implications of clinical trial data sharing for medical writers.

Why share clinical trial data?

Most of the data generated and information elicited from clinical trials are currently not available to the scientific and clinical communities. 8–10 Today, physicians and other clinicians often recommend treatment options to patients on the basis of information that is incomplete: not all clinical trials are published and made available and not all outcomes collected during a clinical trial are reported and made available, even when the trial is published. 9,11,12

In clinical research, data sharing is the practice of a research team making trial data available to individuals with whom they are not collaborating. Before discussing the specifics of data sharing, it is worth pausing to consider the rationale for engaging in such an exchange. Briefly, sharing clinical trial data increases the value of all clinical trial research by encouraging the use of data already collected. Sharing clinical trial data also reduces the potential for inaccurate or incomplete reporting of study outcomes that distort the medical evidence, and it ultimately ensures the reliability of the evidence base upon which clinical decisions are made by patients and physicians. 13–15 As the number of data sharing initiatives grow, the scientific community will be able to adopt a more open approach to research.
When clinical trial data are made more widely available, science can function as a community, continually vetting, critiquing, and building upon each other’s ideas.

Clinical trial data sharing

There are two principal methods by which clinical trial data are shared. First, investigators may share trial data on their own terms in response to individual requests. Second, investigators may share trial data by depositing it in a repository, which is an archive of data with terms of access defined by the organisation that maintains it.

Sharing data in response to individual requests is less predictable because it is never clear if or when individual requests for data sharing will be made. Individuals seek out research teams who have generated clinical trial data on a subject in which they are interested, making requests to use the data for analysis, perhaps as part of a larger meta-analysis, to validate the original findings, or even to pursue a secondary question not addressed by the original research team. The decision to share data is made one request at a time and, if approved, the data are transferred directly between the research teams.

In contrast, sharing data through repositories requires a standardised approach and is predictable in practice, as investigators must prepare the data for sharing, regardless of whether the data will ever be accessed. For the repository process to be effective, the data need to be deposited in a publicly accessible repository, such as DRYAD,16 allowing it to be used according to the rules that govern data access. The repository includes the data files, along with accompanying metadata and documentation. The decision to share is made a priori and data are transferred after study completion, once all data management and preparation issues have been resolved.

Data sharing – the role of medical writers

Both data-sharing methods are likely to increasingly involve medical writers, particularly for industry-funded trials and as the method of data sharing becomes standardised. Medical writers can play a critical role in several steps of the data-sharing process, but their chief responsibility is likely to be preparing the metadata and documentation needed by secondary users of shared clinical trial data. Structural metadata include the design and specification of data structures, whereas descriptive metadata include information about the data content. Both are required by any secondary user to orient them to the data structures and content, thereby improving the usability of the clinical trial data.

The research team needs to prepare a clean, well-annotated data set for deposit that includes supporting documentation to allow for secondary analysis. The data set needs to be clearly defined and follow standard logic and coding formats. Variables need to be clearly defined with no ambiguity. Without strict adherence to best practice for data preparation and documentation, the practice of data sharing will be largely limited. Moreover, standards for data definition will need to be adopted to ensure comparability of the information generated across trials and to ensure that data can be pooled for summary analysis. For example, if several different trials studying acute myocardial infarction events all use different definitions for the endpoint, the ability to summarise and interpret data across multiple studies will be limited.

Medical writers can also play a critical role in identifying the most appropriate and effective policies and advocating for funders to move towards standardised procedures. Currently, policies and procedures for preparing data for deposit in a repository vary among clinical trial research funders, and few funders are making a concerted effort to adopt uniform policies and procedures. If all clinical trial research funders adopt different policies and procedures for data sharing, such as different data definitions and documentation requirements, data sharing may devolve into an inefficient use of resources, time, and energy. As the field evolves, medical writers can lead the way towards standardised policies and procedures.

Managing data sharing

Beyond these two chief responsibilities, medical writers may be forced to consider several other technical issues when preparing data for sharing individually or through deposit in a repository.17 These issues are likely best managed by medical writers in conjunction with other investigators from the research team as well as from the data analysts. Several of these issues are covered in brief below to introduce the potential challenges facing the field.

Defining the data

Far more data are generally collected within the context of a clinical trial than are reported in any single biomedical journal article. So how is the data set defined? Limited guidance suggests that the data set is the aggregated collection of patient observations (including socio-demographic and
clinical information) used to produce the summary statistical findings presented in the main report of the research project, whether previously published or not. Thus, the data set should include all pre-specified and intentionally collected primary and secondary outcomes as well as safety end-points, in agreement with the clinical trial registration and results reporting requirements of ClinicalTrials.gov.

De-identification
To protect patient confidentiality, all direct and indirect patient identifiers must be removed from the data set. Experts disagree on the complexity of the task; recent presentations at a workshop at the Institute of Medicine suggested that de-identification could require an hour to an afternoon to weeks. However, it is clear that patient confidentiality issues are of greater concern for small trials of rare diseases than for large, multi-centre trials of common conditions where identifying patients is extremely difficult.

Copyright/licensing agreements
Data ownership must be resolved prior to deposit. Clinical research funders may decide to prospectively address this issue by requiring that data be deposited in a repository, transferring any ownership by the funder or research team to the public. Moreover, as most clinical research data are generated through collaborations between multiple researchers (nearly all of whom are paid for their effort), it may not be possible to determine who actually owns the data.

Patient consent
Data-sharing plans are rarely discussed with patients as part of the informed consent process. While de-identification of the data may preclude the need for patient consent prior to sharing, going forward, institutional review boards and ethics committees should encourage clinical trial researchers to discuss data-sharing plans when obtaining informed consent, along with any safeguards that will be instituted to protect patient privacy. Everyone’s interests would be best served if patients explicitly consented to the sharing of their de-identified clinical research data.

Conclusion
For data sharing to be successful, policies and procedures need to be standardised. Medical writers are likely to play a prominent role in these initiatives, not only by preparing data and documentation for sharing but also by establishing the standards for data definition and documentation and advocating the adoption of procedures that best support effective data sharing. Many outstanding issues remain.
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